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All men are naturally anxious to use their perception, to
obtain harmony of their moral nature, and the love of
God. For the groundwork of all men's nature is the
same ; the difference of individuals consists only in excess
or defect of qualities which spoil the harmony of nature,
and the problem of education is how to get rid of this
evil. If this theory be true, man can only become man
by education. The true method of education is to follow
nature, and, * as efery man's nature develops itself b>
virtue of an implanted tendency, you have only to assist
these tendencies and to remove hindrances out of their
path. Upon these general principles Comenius founds
a system of short, easy, and speedy learning. He goes
into every detail in turn, and completes his inquiry with
a full description of the organisation of his school. In
describing his method he attempts to deduce everything
from the teaching of nature. In this he often follows
a false analogy, and this defect has probably stood in the
way of the ready acceptance of his theories. He says
that you should follow this and that precept, because this
is what Jhe bird does, and because the tree grows in
such and such a manner. * He thus seems to imagine that
the analogy of organic nature can always be applied to the
inner growth of the soul This, however, does not deprive
his principle of practical value. Further, there is a ring of
false magniloquence in the promises with which he sets out
There is a discrepancy between the scheme of an instaura-
tion of universal learning and the publication of a picture-
book like the * Orbis Pictus.' Moreover his psychology is
defective, as could only be expected in that age. But these
faults do not deprive his system of its intrinsic value.
To continue our analysis. A man is destined by his
nature to be three things: (i) a reasonable being; (2) a
being bearing rule over others • (3) a being who is the

